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After Hawai‘i became the latest laboratory of democracy to experiment with a highly 

regulated medical marijuana program, Hank Correa’s and Lex Smith’s longtime business 

partners and clients—Barron Strother, Reynolds Henderson, and Jere Henderson—together 

saw a opportunity to combine their strengths to uniquely benefit the people of Hawai‘i. 

Together, they partnered with Constance Finley to co-found Big Island Compassion Solutions 

(“BICS”), whose partners  

 

published 100+ articles in peer-reviewed medical or scientific journals; have applied for or 

hold 12 patents, and have transacted several hundred thousand acres of real estate in Hawai‘i 

and across the globe. Together, BICS will produce and sell the most legitimately medical, 

scientifically-driven cannabinoid therapy products in Hawai‘i. 

Henry (“Hank”) Correa, Jr., is BICS’s Managing Member. Hank is a successful 

realtor and licensed general contractor born and raised in Hilo. Throughout his 26-year career, 

he has brokered, developed, and managed more than $450 million in agricultural and 

residential real estate transactions. On a day-to-day basis he manages more than 100 (mostly 

agricultural) properties and multiple residential development projects. Hank is one of only a 

few Hawai‘i members of the Certified Commercial Investment Members Institute (equivalent 

to a Ph.D. in commercial real estate), and will play a critical role in ensuring that BICS’s 

properties will be developed in a manner consistent with the highest industry standards. 

Lex Smith, Esq., a partner at Kobayashi Sugita & Goda, is a principal in BICS. He 

represents clients in a wide range of commercial litigation, transactional, and regulatory 

compliance matters. A resident of Honolulu since 1983, Lex previously served as Ethics 

Commissioner for the City and County of Honolulu.  He has practiced law in Hawai‘i for 32 
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years and is instrumental in helping his clients-turned-business partners navigate the complex 

inner-workings of state and county government. 

Hank’s and Lex’s longtime business partners and clients and—Barron Strother, Jere 

Henderson, and Reynolds Henderson (collectively “OBR”)—will work with Hank to oversee 

BICS’s real estate development efforts. Together with its affiliate, Continental Pacific, OBR 

brings extensive experience in large-scale agricultural and residential real estate developments. 

Since 1986, they have bought and sold more than 500,000 acres of land across the globe with 

hey are seasoned developers of Hawai‘i agricultural 

real estate and own the 219-acre tract of land near Kahuku that will be home to BICS’s state-

of-the-art production centers.  Combined, Hank, Barron, Jere, and Reynolds and have more 

than 100 years of commercial real estate development and project management experience. 

BICS’s strategic operations partner is Constance Finley, President of Constance 

Therapeutics, Inc. Given her unwavering commitment to producing unmistakably medicinal 

cannabinoid therapies, Hank, Lex, and OBR tapped Constance to serve as their Chief Executive 

Officer. A former stockbroker and clinical psychologist, Constance’s interest in cannabinoid 

therapies started after she was diagnosed with a rare auto-immune disease in 2007. A near-

death experience with traditional pharmaceuticals, and her benefit from natural cannabinoid 

therapies, inspired what is now an operation leading the industry in formulating and producing 

the most scientifically-driven cannabinoid treatments. Constance is a master grower and her 

team of professionally trained coaches develops and supports comprehensive courses of 

treatments for its member-patients, collaborating with doctors and scientists at elite research 

universities around the world to ensure her products are produced with unmatched consistency 

and purity.  
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Constance has spent eight years bringing together seriously ill patients, world-class 

scientists, and elite research universities to move the medical marijuana industry as a whole to 

a new level of scientific rigor. Constance firmly believes the oils and products she produces 

are intended for use as a potent medicine, not an intoxicant, and will serve Hawai‘i’s patients 

in that spirit. The efforts and vision of BICS’s partners are complemented by a stellar advisory 

team, which is comprised of medical research and medical marijuana experts from Hawai‘i 

and across the country. 

Dr. Andrea Fleig, Ph.D., M.B.A., is currently the Director of Clinical Research at The 

Queen’s Medical Center (“QMC”) and the Chairwoman of the Hawai‘i Academy of Science. 

She is a researcher at the University of Hawai‘i Cancer Center (“UHCC”) and has more than 

20 years of experience conducting biochemical and pharmacological research of clinical 

relevance. Dr. Fleig’s husband, Dr. Reinhold Penner, M.D., Ph.D., is currently the Director 

of Research at the Center for Biomedical Research at QMC, a Clinical Professor at the John 

A. Burns School of Medicine, and also a UHCC researcher. Drs. Penner and Fleig have 

authored more than 100 peer-reviewed articles. Through their company CyThera 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Drs. Penner and Fleig will advise BICS to develop its cancer research 

efforts, establish public-private partnerships, and spearhead Investigational New Drug (“IND”) 

and other research funding in Hawai‘i.  

Dr. Annelise Barron, Ph.D., is a tenured faculty member of Stanford University’s 

schools of medicine and engineering. A chemical engineer by training and biomedical 

researcher by trade, Dr. Barron has received numerous recognitions for her work, including 

the Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and the Beckman Young Investigator 

Award. She will continue to assist Constance Therapeutics and BICS to investigate 
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mechanisms of action and efficacy of cannabinoid oils for treatment of brain and breast cancer, 

epilepsy, Multiple Sclerosis, and Alzheimer’s Disease, and will establish strategic clinical 

partnerships with national and international medical research bodies.  

Dr. Robert Brodnick, Ph.D., is a biological and analytical chemist with extensive 

practical leadership experience in pharmaceutical R&D and forensic toxicology. His 

biochemistry experience includes active-duty service managing a Forensic Toxicology lab, 

conducting forensic analysis on nearly one million specimens each year under strict, forensic 

chain of custody.  Dr. Brodnick specializes in establishing and/or improving robust quality 

control and quality assurance systems, information security, and HIPAA compliance protocols. 

He is a successful resource manager and Principal Investigator, having completed numerous 

pre-clinical and clinical trials for INDs and medical devices. Dr. Brodnick will consult with 

BICS to establish, oversee and refine quality control and assurance systems, and validate 

internal analytical testing methods.   

Dr. Mowgli Holmes, Ph.D., is the Chief Scientific Officer of Phylos Bioscience and 

Founder of the Cannabis Safety Institute, an industry group developing regulatory testing 

standards. He is also Chair of the Governor-appointed Oregon State Cannabis Research Task 

Force. Dr. Holmes is an expert in cannabis genetics and biology and currently leads the effort 

to map the cannabis genome, which will rapidly accelerate the development of new cannabis 

varietals using data-driven plant breeding methodologies. He has co-authored numerous white 

papers on analytical methods for cannabis testing and has spearheaded efforts to draft industry-

leading cannabis testing regulations for the State of Oregon. Dr. Holmes received his Ph.D. in 

Microbiology from Columbia University and will help BICS collect, catalogue, map, and 

preserve a portfolio of cannabis genotypes indigenous to Hawai‘i.   
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Ashley Hollo is an experienced retail entrepreneur, successfully starting and managing 

multiple companies, including seven dispensaries and cultivation centers in Nevada and 

Oregon. She will assist BICS in developing and training its dispensaries’ staff on retail 

operations protocols. Scott Seder, Esq., is a former county prosecutor and served as the 

General Counsel for the Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation, which 

regulates doctors, pharmacists, and now Illinois’ medical cannabis dispensaries.  Tyler 

Anthony, Esq., is former Legal Counsel for the Illinois Medical Cannabis Pilot Program and 

counsels regulated cannabis companies. BICS has retained their respective law firms (the Law 

Offices of Scott P. Seder, LLC, and Harris Moure, PLLC) to create and implement regulatory 

compliance measures including inventory tracking, security and data privacy.  

Lee Donohue and Noah Stokes will serve as BICS’s Security Advisors. Lee formerly 

served as a Honolulu City Councilmember and the Chief of the Honolulu Police Department. 

Now a private security contractor, he will assist BICS with security training, private 

background investigations, and community relations initiatives. With four decades of law 

enforcement experience, Lee will oversee local security contracting efforts with Noah, the 

CEO of CannaGuard Security Systems. In founding and managing one of the country’s most 

well-established security firms serving the marijuana industry, Noah’s team has helped more 

than 2,000 state-licensed marijuana businesses across the country meet and exceed rigorous 

security requirements, with 100% of his clients passing their initial regulatory compliance 

inspections for security measures. !
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Through its strategic partnership with its capital partner OBR,  Big Island Compassion 

Solutions (“BICS”) is very well capitalized and ideally positioned to withstand early years of 

lean profit margins as it invests in the real estate, renovation, equipment, and human resources 

required to deliver much-needed products to patients. BICS and its members have more than 

$10 million in consolidated cash holdings and its members have a net worth exceeding $100 

million. The foundation of BICS members’ decades of success in real estate development and 

management is forged by their shared commitment to disciplined, long-term strategic 

partnerships. 

BICS’s Managing Member and development partner, Henry (“Hank”) Correa, Jr., has 

26 years of experience building multiple successful real estate development companies. Hank 

has handled a broad range of real estate transactions totaling more than $450 million. His 

success managing these businesses is due to an aggressively conservative strategic debt and 

investment strategy. For years, both Hank and OBR have worked with Lex Smith, their trusted 

legal counsel, to grapple with and master the complexities of managing multiple, large-scale 

real estate developments in Hawai‘i.   
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centers and initial retail dispensing location will sit, giving it a distinct competitive advantage 

over licensees who may rent their facilities at the mercy of their landlords. Hank, however, is 

invested in BICS’s long term success and will rent these facilities at no cost for the first two 

years of operation. Additionally, BICS’s members are more than sufficiently capitalized to 

purchase, upon licensure, an additional retail dispensing location in Kona. Controlling its own 

real estate means that BICS will never run the risk of dramatic rent increases or the sudden 

termination of its lease because its members have a vested interest in the ongoing viability of 

the company. Moreover, the size of the properties gives it a blank slate to adapt with inevitable 

changes in market and regulatory conditions. Ultimately, these assets will ensure that Hawai‘i 

patients will have an enduring supply of quality medicines. 

Moreover, BICS partners have committed to bear the up-front cost of facility 

construction and/or renovations for all of BICS’s four locations. Hank will lease the production 

centers and retail dispensary locations to BICS rent free for two years to enable, not hinder, its 

growth during early stages of operations. Rather than spending capital on rent payments, 

starving BICS of cash during a critical stage of growth, BICS will use that money to re-invest 

in its growth. Only once BICS is profitable will it pay reasonable market-rate rent, agreeable 

to all parties, for the buildings in which it operates.  

BICS’s partners have pledged their full support to ensure that BICS has the land and 

resources it needs to service Hawai‘i’s medical marijuana patients.  Once BICS is profitable, 

it will begin servicing the up-front capital expenditures (“CAPEX”) through debt repayments 

or preferred capital distributions. Beyond initial CAPEX, BICS has budgeted approximately 

$5 million to fund its operational needs over the first two years.  
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BICS will deploy this capital to acquire cultivation, processing, and packaging 

equipment, hire and train multiple employees within the first six months of license award, and 

contract for other needed services. BICS anticipates its initial cash reserves will carry it 

through its first 18 to 24 months of operation, during which cash flow will begin financing its 

operations. If this projection changes, BICS members are well-resourced and committed to 

ensuring the business’ ongoing viability.   

Upon license award, BICS will create wholly owned subsidiary companies through 

which its production centers will operate. Because there are unavoidable, extreme limitations 

on the availability of federal income tax deductions (e.g., I.R.C. § 280E) for state-regulated 

medical marijuana businesses, BICS will partition various aspects of its business to minimize 

tax liability and maximize the availability of tax deductions. 

BICS will use yield-maximizing cultivation methods and meticulously manage 

production input cost to optimize and maximize available product. BICS will leverage features 

of its Inventory Tracking System to not only ensure its continued compliance, but precisely 

calculate and monitor price per gram, profit margins, staff productivity, and other critical 

metrics that help improve production and operational efficiency.  

As Hawai‘i residents are initially exposed to and familiarize themselves with 

commercially produced MMPs, it will be important for licensees to be flexible in their product 

and market segmentation strategies so that patients have a variety of treatment options. Almost 

all of the marijuana BICS initially cultivates will be processed into base, standard-ratio oils 

that are ingredients in a broad range of MMPs. While BICS plans to eventually market retail 

flower product lines, it believes that they are often clinically inappropriate treatments. Patients 
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with debilitating illnesses should not smoke anything, let alone the medication used to treat 

their illnesses.  

Since DOH has aggressively lowered barriers to patient registration, BICS projects 

significant patient registration growth as Hawai‘i transitions to a regulated, commercial 

medical marijuana market. This growth will further accelerate once DOH establishes a 

registration process for out-of-state patients. BICS will be poised to capture this growth by 

leveraging its expansive network of physicians and patients from across the globe.  

Uncertain future market conditions make it difficult to project how BICS will grow, but 

not whether it will grow. With its strategic capital, development, and operational 

partnerships—built on a 20-year foundation of successful business dealings—BICS anticipates 

that it will achieve positive cash flow in year two of operation after it has fully invested initial 

capital reserves and early-stage cash flow back into the business.  

BICS’s strongest value proposition to Hawai‘i patients is the value-added services it 

will provide them and their caregivers. BICS is committed to delivering an unmatched level 

of customer care, access to educational resources, and integrated treatment therapies. To 

accomplish this, BICS will invest significantly in a few key areas in its first months of 

operation.  

First, a significant portion BICS’s operating budget will be used for hiring, training, 

and retaining a talented group of employees. BICS’s staff is the most essential part of its 

mission to provide patients with quality and safe products. It will invest significantly in initial 

training on Standard Operating Procedures, making sure that employees are appropriately 

cross-trained to fill multiple operational roles. Because the scientific and medical research 

behind cannabinoid medicine, cultivation, and processing are advancing at incredible rates, 
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BICS will also dedicate resources necessary to ensure their continued education in these fields. 

It will offer competitive compensation and benefit packages to all of its employees. 

Second, it will acquire, develop, and install a suite of software products to monitor and 

record the premises, track all transactions, secure patient data, and interact with doctors. While 

some of these services are ongoing subscriptions, integrating these together require up-front 

development costs. Ultimately these integrations will streamline BICS’s operations and make 

it more efficient and profitable. 

Also, it will purchase equipment that will be integrated with the software, such as 

servers, cameras, and computers. BICS will have a range of in-house analytics capabilities for 

its Quality Assurance and Quality Control programs. It will lease or purchase equipment for 

analytical chemistry and microbiology laboratories, to include mass spectrometers, polymerase 

chain reaction thermocyclers, biosafety cabinets, and more. These instruments will be critical 

to maintaining BICS’s scientifically-driven production methods. 

Finally, BICS will aggressively pursue strategic partnerships with the local medical 

community. BICS will use its team of elite scientific and medical researchers, including Drs. 

Andrea Fleig, Reinhold Penner, and Annelise Barron, to move the entire field of cannabinoid 

medicine forward by establishing Hawai‘i as a magnet for clinical research funding. In sum, 

these resources and expenditures will help provide Hawai‘i’s patients with access to the best 

cannabinoid therapies in the world.  

!



Big Island Compassion Solutions (“BICS”) will implement robust security protocols that 

will far exceed statutory and regulatory security requirements to assure that its medicine will be 

produced, transported, and sold to eliminate any possibility of theft or diversion. At their core, 

these protocols are designed to ensure that (1) patients have secure access to medicine and (2) 

DOH can regulate BICS easily, conveniently, and efficiently. 

BICS will implement its security protocols with the consultation of Lee Donohue and 

Noah Stokes, two seasoned security professionals. Lee is the former Chief of the Honolulu Police 

Department. During his forty-year law enforcement career, he led drug interdiction efforts and 

collaborated with countless city, county, state, and Federal law enforcement authorities. He is 

currently a private security contractor and licensed private investigator. Lee will work intimately 

with Noah Stokes, the CEO of CannaGuard Security, an industry leader in securing state-

licensed marijuana businesses. Noah’s team has more than 40 years combined experience and 

has advised more than 2,000 regulated marijuana businesses. One hundred percent of his clients 

have passed their initial regulatory compliance inspections for security measures. He an expert 

in all aspects of facility and operational security at all points in the supply chain. Lee and Noah 

will work together to outfit BICS premises, contracting with Hawai‘i-licensed security vendors 

and facilitating community engagement to ensure it is met with open arms, not closed minds.  
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